The Wind Symphony will perform a selection of songs chosen from those listed below.

“Barnum and Tesla’s Tandem Bicycle” from Steampunk Suite
Erika Svonoe

Boomba
Michael Barry

Children’s March
Percy A. Grainger – arr. Mark Rogers

Concerto for Hope – (trumpet solo by Faculty Artist – Jason Bergman)
Jim Stevenson

Danzón No. 2
Arturo Márquez

The Engulfed Cathedral
Claude Debussy – trans. Merlin Patterson

Georgia On My Mind
Hoagy Charmichael

Let Freedom Ring
Ryan Nowlin

Pines of the Appian Way
Ottorino Respighi – trans. K. Singleton

Rest
Frank Ticheli

Rocky Point Holiday
Ron Nelson
Roman Carnival Overture
Hector Berlioz – arr. Kenneth Singleton

Silverado
Bruce Broughton

The Circus Bee March
Henry Fillmore—ed. Loras Schissel

The Stars and Stripes Forever
John Philip Sousa

Traveler
David Maslanka
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